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RADIOSERVICE COMPANY

Radioservice company is actively working on the market of radio control systems and
information security for 25 years. The company has gained wide experience in development
and production of radio electronic equipment over the years. We constantly improve our
radio receiving equipment and radio control systems and we have also started designing
transmitter-receiver equipment for radio location and radio monitoring systems.

Development of new UHF technologies allowed us to advance in the sphere of frequencies
above 30-50 GHz. We have designed panoramic and scanning receivers featuring speeds of
frequency range analysis from 5 GHz/s and higher, which allowed us to create optimal by
price/performance ratio multichannel, or multipoint, systems. New version of RS Jet
receiver, apart from digital radio, contains a built-in computer, which enables creation of
distributed radio control systems in buildings and facilities without laying a bulky HF cable
and it allows you to carry out parallel processing of information in selected radio control
points.

Our company also produces mobile portable search systems Spectrum Jet, which meet the
most modern requirements and do not have analogues on the Russian market. By their
parameters, our mobile portable search systems are similar to such equipment as OSCOR
blue produced in the USA by REI company.

Moreover, Radioservice is an exclusive producer of built-in and distributed systems of
intellectual jamming of mobile communication and radio access. The systems are designed
for blocking mobile phones, smartphones with Wi-Fi or LTE, etc. in controlled areas –
offices, buildings, facilities and territories.

Our company offers turnkey solutions of equipping conference and negotiations rooms,
offices, VIP-zones, floors and the whole buildings for several years already. Our clients are
government authorities, security agencies, major industrial and financial corporations,
banks, as well as many companies and organizations working with secret and confidential
information.

Nowadays our company develops portables and mobiles intelligent jammers which can be
reprogrammed to different types of tasks and can be controlled by LAN and Wi-Fi. The
power in unstoppable mode can be 50 W and effective power in temporary multiplexing is –
to 400 W.

Our specialists have gained broad experience in installing and putting into operation
distributed radio systems. We not only install the systems, we develop and produce nearly
all the equipment included into the system set. Our partners are famous researching and
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industrial companies, for example “CNITRI of academic A.I. Berga” and KB “Radar” in
Minsk.

Our address:
ООО SPF “Radioservice”.
125130, Moscow, Staropetrovskiy proyezd, 7А, building 25.
Tel./Fax: +7 (495) 627-57-17

Working hours:
from 10 to 19 p.m., (except Saturday, Sunday and holidays).


